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Mastercam Post Reference
For more than 20 years, Network World has been the premier provider of information, intelligence and insight for network and IT
executives responsible for the digital nervous systems of large organizations. Readers are responsible for designing, implementing
and managing the voice, data and video systems their companies use to support everything from business critical applications to
employee collaboration and electronic commerce.
an ebook that containt a sample how to edit mastercam v9,1 post processor for several function
Introduction | Computer Hardware And Software| Computer Graphics | Geometric Modeling | Theory Of Geometric Modeling |
Geometric Transformations | Visual Realism| Introduction To Nc, Cnc And Dnc | Cnc Tooling And Machine Tools | Cnc Part
Programming | Group Technology | Flexible Manufacturing Systems| Computer Aided Process Planning | Automated Material
Handling| Computer Integrated Manufacturing | Glossary Of Key Terms |Reference | Index
InfoWorld is targeted to Senior IT professionals. Content is segmented into Channels and Topic Centers. InfoWorld also
celebrates people, companies, and projects.
Global electro-optic technology and markets.
Volume is indexed by Thomson Reuters CPCI-S (WoS). This collection brings together 820 peer-reviewed papers, on
Manufacturing and Design Science, aimed at promoting the development of design and manufacturing science, strengthening
international academic cooperation and communications, and exchanging research ideas. It is divided into: Chapter 1 Frontiers in
Manufacturing Science, Chapter 2: Frontiers in Design Science, Chapter 3: Frontiers in Mechanics and Materials, Chapter 4:
Frontiers in Automation and Information.
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This book was created to give potential consumers of CNC routers a basic understanding of the inner workings of this technology. A better
informed consumer can then make better purchasing decisions and increase the chance of successful integration of the technology in his or
her wood shop.
This book will teach you all the important concepts and steps used to conduct machining simulations using SOLIDWORKS CAM.
SOLIDWORKS CAM is a parametric, feature-based machining simulation software offered as an add-in to SOLIDWORKS. It integrates
design and manufacturing in one application, connecting design and manufacturing teams through a common software tool that facilitates
product design using 3D solid models. By carrying out machining simulation, the machining process can be defined and verified early in the
product design stage. Some, if not all, of the less desirable design features of part manufacturing can be detected and addressed while the
product design is still being finalized. In addition, machining-related problems can be detected and eliminated before mounting a stock on a
CNC machine, and manufacturing cost can be estimated using the machining time estimated in the machining simulation. This book is
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intentionally kept simple. It’s written to help you become familiar with the practical applications of conducting machining simulations in
SOLIDWORKS CAM. This book provides you with the basic concepts and steps needed to use the software, as well as a discussion of the Gcodes generated. After completing this book, you should have a clear understanding of how to use SOLIDWORKS CAM for machining
simulations and should be able to apply this knowledge to carry out machining assignments on your own product designs. In order to provide
you with a more comprehensive understanding of machining simulations, the book discusses NC (numerical control) part programming and
verification, as well as introduces applications that involve bringing the G-code post processed by SOLIDWORKS CAM to a HAAS CNC mill
and lathe to physically cut parts. This book points out important, practical factors when transitioning from virtual to physical machining. Since
the machining capabilities offered in the 2018 version of SOLIDWORKS CAM are somewhat limited, this book introduces third-party CAM
modules that are seamlessly integrated into SOLIDWORKS, including CAMWorks, HSMWorks, and Mastercam for SOLIDWORKS. This
book covers basic concepts, frequently used commands and options required for you to advance from a novice to an intermediate level
SOLIDWORKS CAM user. Basic concepts and commands introduced include extracting machinable features (such as 2.5 axis features),
selecting a machine and cutting tools, defining machining parameters (such as feedrate, spindle speed, depth of cut, and so on), generating
and simulating toolpaths, and post processing CL data to output G-code for support of physical machining. The concepts and commands are
introduced in a tutorial style presentation using simple but realistic examples. Both milling and turning operations are included. One of the
unique features of this book is the incorporation of the CL data verification by reviewing the G-code generated from the toolpaths. This helps
you understand how the G-code is generated by using the respective post processors, which is an important step and an excellent way to
confirm that the toolpaths and G-code generated are accurate and useful. Who is this book for? This book should serve well for self-learners.
A self-learner should have basic physics and mathematics background, preferably a bachelor or associate degree in science or engineering.
We assume that you are familiar with basic manufacturing processes, especially milling and turning. And certainly, we expect that you are
familiar with SOLIDWORKS part and assembly modes. A self-learner should be able to complete the fourteen lessons of this book in about
fifty hours. This book also serves well for class instruction. Most likely, it will be used as a supplemental reference for courses like CNC
Machining, Design and Manufacturing, Computer-Aided Manufacturing, or Computer-Integrated Manufacturing. This book should cover five to
six weeks of class instruction, depending on the course arrangement and the technical background of the students.

This book will teach you all the important concepts and steps used to conduct machining simulations using
SOLIDWORKS CAM. SOLIDWORKS CAM is a parametric, feature-based machining simulation software offered as an
add-in to SOLIDWORKS. It integrates design and manufacturing in one application, connecting design and
manufacturing teams through a common software tool that facilitates product design using 3D solid models. By carrying
out machining simulation, the machining process can be defined and verified early in the product design stage. Some, if
not all, of the less desirable design features of part manufacturing can be detected and addressed while the product
design is still being finalized. In addition, machining-related problems can be detected and eliminated before mounting a
stock on a CNC machine, and manufacturing cost can be estimated using the machining time estimated in the machining
simulation. This book is intentionally kept simple. It’s written to help you become familiar with the practical applications of
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conducting machining simulations in SOLIDWORKS CAM. This book provides you with the basic concepts and steps
needed to use the software, as well as a discussion of the G-codes generated. After completing this book, you should
have a clear understanding of how to use SOLIDWORKS CAM for machining simulations and should be able to apply
this knowledge to carry out machining assignments on your own product designs. In order to provide you with a more
comprehensive understanding of machining simulations, the book discusses NC (numerical control) part programming
and verification, as well as introduces applications that involve bringing the G-code post processed by SOLIDWORKS
CAM to a HAAS CNC mill and lathe to physically cut parts. This book points out important, practical factors when
transitioning from virtual to physical machining. Since the machining capabilities offered in the 2020 version of
SOLIDWORKS CAM are somewhat limited, this book introduces third-party CAM modules that are seamlessly integrated
into SOLIDWORKS, including CAMWorks, HSMWorks, and Mastercam for SOLIDWORKS. This book covers basic
concepts, frequently used commands and options required for you to advance from a novice to an intermediate level
SOLIDWORKS CAM user. Basic concepts and commands introduced include extracting machinable features (such as
2.5 axis features), selecting a machine and cutting tools, defining machining parameters (such as feed rate, spindle
speed, depth of cut, and so on), generating and simulating toolpaths, and post processing CL data to output G-code for
support of physical machining. The concepts and commands are introduced in a tutorial style presentation using simple
but realistic examples. Both milling and turning operations are included. One of the unique features of this book is the
incorporation of the CL data verification by reviewing the G-code generated from the toolpaths. This helps you
understand how the G-code is generated by using the respective post processors, which is an important step and an
excellent way to confirm that the toolpaths and G-code generated are accurate and useful.
This book will teach you all the important concepts and steps used to conduct machining simulations using
SOLIDWORKS CAM. SOLIDWORKS CAM is a parametric, feature-based machining simulation software offered as an
add-in to SOLIDWORKS. It integrates design and manufacturing in one application, connecting design and
manufacturing teams through a common software tool that facilitates product design using 3D solid models. By carrying
out machining simulation, the machining process can be defined and verified early in the product design stage. Some, if
not all, of the less desirable design features of part manufacturing can be detected and addressed while the product
design is still being finalized. In addition, machining-related problems can be detected and eliminated before mounting a
stock on a CNC machine, and manufacturing cost can be estimated using the machining time estimated in the machining
simulation. This book is intentionally kept simple. It’s written to help you become familiar with the practical applications of
conducting machining simulations in SOLIDWORKS CAM. This book provides you with the basic concepts and steps
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needed to use the software, as well as a discussion of the G-codes generated. After completing this book, you should
have a clear understanding of how to use SOLIDWORKS CAM for machining simulations and should be able to apply
this knowledge to carry out machining assignments on your own product designs. In order to provide you with a more
comprehensive understanding of machining simulations, the book discusses NC (numerical control) part programming
and verification, as well as introduces applications that involve bringing the G-code post processed by SOLIDWORKS
CAM to a HAAS CNC mill and lathe to physically cut parts. This book points out important, practical factors when
transitioning from virtual to physical machining. Since the machining capabilities offered in the 2019 version of
SOLIDWORKS CAM are somewhat limited, this book introduces third-party CAM modules that are seamlessly integrated
into SOLIDWORKS, including CAMWorks, HSMWorks, and Mastercam for SOLIDWORKS. This book covers basic
concepts, frequently used commands and options required for you to advance from a novice to an intermediate level
SOLIDWORKS CAM user. Basic concepts and commands introduced include extracting machinable features (such as
2.5 axis features), selecting a machine and cutting tools, defining machining parameters (such as feedrate, spindle
speed, depth of cut, and so on), generating and simulating toolpaths, and post processing CL data to output G-code for
support of physical machining. The concepts and commands are introduced in a tutorial style presentation using simple
but realistic examples. Both milling and turning operations are included. One of the unique features of this book is the
incorporation of the CL data verification by reviewing the G-code generated from the toolpaths. This helps you
understand how the G-code is generated by using the respective post processors, which is an important step and an
excellent way to confirm that the toolpaths and G-code generated are accurate and useful. Who is this book for? This
book should serve well for self-learners. A self-learner should have basic physics and mathematics background,
preferably a bachelor or associate degree in science or engineering. We assume that you are familiar with basic
manufacturing processes, especially milling and turning. And certainly, we expect that you are familiar with
SOLIDWORKS part and assembly modes. A self-learner should be able to complete the fourteen lessons of this book in
about fifty hours. This book also serves well for class instruction. Most likely, it will be used as a supplemental reference
for courses like CNC Machining, Design and Manufacturing, Computer-Aided Manufacturing, or Computer-Integrated
Manufacturing. This book should cover five to six weeks of class instruction, depending on the course arrangement and
the technical background of the students.
This is the second part of a four part series that covers discussion of computer design tools throughout the design
process. Through this book, the reader will... ...understand basic design principles and all digital design paradigms.
...understand CAD/CAE/CAM tools available for various design related tasks. ...understand how to put an integrated
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system together to conduct All Digital Design (ADD). ...understand industrial practices in employing ADD and tools for
product development. Provides a comprehensive and thorough coverage of essential elements for product manufacturing
and cost estimating using the computer aided engineering paradigm Covers CAD/CAE in virtual manufacturing, tool path
generation, rapid prototyping, and cost estimating; each chapter includes both analytical methods and computer-aided
design methods, reflecting the use of modern computational tools in engineering design and practice A case study and
tutorial example at the end of each chapter provides hands-on practice in implementing off-the-shelf computer design
tools Provides two projects at the end of the book showing the use of Pro/ENGINEER® and SolidWorks® to implement
concepts discussed in the book
Beginning at an introductory level and progressing to more advanced topics, this handbook provides all the information
needed to properly design, model, analyze, specify, and manufacture cam-follower systems. It is accompanied by a
90-day trial demonstration copy of the professional version of Dynacam.
This unique text presents a thorough introduction to Mastercam Mill for students with little or no prior experience. It can
be used in virtually any educational setting -- from four-year engineering schools to community colleges and voc/tech
schools to industrial training centers -- and will also serve as a reliable reference for on-the-job use or as a self-study
manual. The award-winning authors have carefully arranged the contents in a clear and logical sequence and have used
many hundreds of visuals instead of wordy explanations. An enclosed CD contains Mastercam Demo V. 9 and also
includes examples and exercises from the text for student practice. Learning Mastercam Mill Step by Step is sure to
become a valuable resource for anyone learning or using Mastercam Mill overwhelmingly, the leading software of its type
in industry.
• Teaches you how to prevent problems, reduce manufacturing costs, shorten production time, and improve estimating •
Covers the core concepts and most frequently used commands in SOLIDWORKS CAM • Designed for users new to
SOLIDWORKS CAM with basic knowledge of manufacturing processes • Incorporates cutter location data verification by
reviewing the generated G-codes • Includes a chapter on third-party CAM Modules This book will teach you all the
important concepts and steps used to conduct machining simulations using SOLIDWORKS CAM. SOLIDWORKS CAM is
a parametric, feature-based machining simulation software offered as an add-in to SOLIDWORKS. It integrates design
and manufacturing in one application, connecting design and manufacturing teams through a common software tool that
facilitates product design using 3D solid models. By carrying out machining simulation, the machining process can be
defined and verified early in the product design stage. Some, if not all, of the less desirable design features of part
manufacturing can be detected and addressed while the product design is still being finalized. In addition, machiningPage 5/7
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related problems can be detected and eliminated before mounting a stock on a CNC machine, and manufacturing cost
can be estimated using the machining time estimated in the machining simulation. This book is intentionally kept simple.
It’s written to help you become familiar with the practical applications of conducting machining simulations in
SOLIDWORKS CAM. This book provides you with the basic concepts and steps needed to use the software, as well as a
discussion of the G-codes generated. After completing this book, you should have a clear understanding of how to use
SOLIDWORKS CAM for machining simulations and should be able to apply this knowledge to carry out machining
assignments on your own product designs. In order to provide you with a more comprehensive understanding of
machining simulations, the book discusses NC (numerical control) part programming and verification, as well as
introduces applications that involve bringing the G-code post processed by SOLIDWORKS CAM to a HAAS CNC mill and
lathe to physically cut parts. This book points out important, practical factors when transitioning from virtual to physical
machining. Since the machining capabilities offered in the 2021 version of SOLIDWORKS CAM are somewhat limited,
this book introduces third-party CAM modules that are seamlessly integrated into SOLIDWORKS, including CAMWorks,
HSMWorks, and Mastercam for SOLIDWORKS. This book covers basic concepts, frequently used commands and
options required for you to advance from a novice to an intermediate level SOLIDWORKS CAM user. Basic concepts and
commands introduced include extracting machinable features (such as 2.5 axis features), selecting a machine and
cutting tools, defining machining parameters (such as feed rate, spindle speed, depth of cut, and so on), generating and
simulating toolpaths, and post processing CL data to output G-code for support of physical machining. The concepts and
commands are introduced in a tutorial style presentation using simple but realistic examples. Both milling and turning
operations are included. One of the unique features of this book is the incorporation of the CL data verification by
reviewing the G-code generated from the toolpaths. This helps you understand how the G-code is generated by using the
respective post processors, which is an important step and an excellent way to confirm that the toolpaths and G-code
generated are accurate and useful. Who is this book for? This book should serve well for self-learners. A self-learner
should have basic physics and mathematics background, preferably a bachelor or associate degree in science or
engineering. We assume that you are familiar with basic manufacturing processes, especially milling and turning. And
certainly, we expect that you are familiar with SOLIDWORKS part and assembly modes. A self-learner should be able to
complete the fourteen lessons of this book in about fifty hours. This book also serves well for class instruction. Most
likely, it will be used as a supplemental reference for courses like CNC Machining, Design and Manufacturing, ComputerAided Manufacturing, or Computer-Integrated Manufacturing. This book should cover five to six weeks of class
instruction, depending on the course arrangement and the technical background of the students. Table of Contents 1.
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Introduction to SOLIDWORKS CAM 2. NC Part Programming 3. SOLIDWORKS CAM NC Editor 4. A Quick Run-Through
5. Machining 2.5 Axis Features 6. Machining a Freeform Surface and Limitations 7. Multipart Machining 8. Multiplane
Machining 9. Tolerance-Based Machining 10. Turning a Stepped Bar 11. Turning a Stub Shaft 12. Machining a Robotic
Forearm Member 13. Turning a Scaled Baseball Bat 14. Third-Party CAM Modules Appendix A: Machinable Features
Appendix B: Machining Operations Appendix C: Alphabetical Address Codes Appendix D: Preparatory Functions
Appendix E: Machine Functions
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